




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tbU-BlmyoU


GAMEPLAY











STORY
Soul Surge tells the psychological story of Ryn, an adoptee searching for her biological 
mother. 

The theme of the story is going from external- to internal dependency. It is explored through 
the seven stages of grief and the cycle of pain. It is told primarily using soft worldbuilding. 

The story is heavily represented in the game’s audio-visual design and gameplay.

WORLD/ART

Rhy



WORLD WORLD/ART

The game takes place in two different dimensions. One being the 
Shaman’s Office, the other being Ryn's subconscious.

Shaman’s Office (Hub World)

Between runs the player will find themselves in the 
Shaman’s office. A calm and peaceful area, where 
they can spend currency on permanent stats.

Ryn’s Subconscious
Each run takes place in Ryn’s subconscious. A chaotic 
and stressful environment, where it’s everyone for 
themselves. Here the player has to fight through 
demons in order to reach the boss at the end of the 
level.

https://flowgame.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/F/pages/11272193/Game+Design+Extensive#Ryn


CHARACTERS WORLD/ART

Characters of the first level
The characters are visualisations of Ryns inner 
Demons. 

They are inspired by Korean folklore and the idea of 
personifying different aspects of Denial.

stretch goal (don’t include this text, include the quadruped)

Ryn and the Shaman
Ryn is the protagonist of the game.

The shaman is the helper/mentor.
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Marketing and Early Access

Soul Surge is a game packed with fast-paced gameplay that 
makes for an interesting viewing experience, and is therefore 
a naturally good fit for Influencer Marketing.

OneCut currently plans to launch in early access as it 
would open the possibility to implement early player feedback 
and strengthen player engagement.

Games like Risk of Rain 2, Ultrakill, Roboquest and Hades all 
released in early access with great success.

DISClAIMER: OneCut is looking for a partner experienced in the field of 
marketing, distribution and sales. The following is subject to change.

Marketing, Distribution and Sales



Distribution and Sales

Distribution

OneCut is a team of PC developers. With a good partner and 
porting service, we would like to expand to the console market 
as well.

Sales

Comparing pricing to similar titles such as Risk of Rain 2, Neon 
White, and Dead Cells, we consider 15-30€ to be a realistic 
price range.

Marketing, Distribution and Sales

DISClAIMER: OneCut is looking for a partner experienced in the field of 
marketing, distribution and sales. The following is subject to change.



EXECUTION





Anton M. Falk comes from a 
background of Computer Graphic Art. 

Anton is an experienced concept artist, 
who has assisted in the development of 

multiple indie game projects.

TEAM EXECUTION

Nicolai A. Wendt comes from a 
background of Computer Graphic Art. 

Nicolai is a specialist in procedural 
generation and technical art.

Kim Hansen comes from a background of 
Computer Graphic Art. Kim is the CEO of 
OneCut and excited to take on the role of 

director on Soul Surge.
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